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“A” 
 

REAPP Technology 

Since the inception of REAPP Technology in 2007, as a fully Australian owned and operated company, REAPP’s 
developmental effort has been directed towards establishing an inviolate, secure, electronic environment, which 
REAPP likens to the creation of a virtual fortress. 

From the outset, REAPP Technology recognised that such an inviolate, secure, electronic, environment would be 
needed to create a virtually impenetrable electronic defence to cyber- attacks of any nature. 

Historically, the REAPP-enabled virtual fortress has been described in a report by Dr Georgios Portokalidis, PhD 
in Computer Science, Vrije University Amsterdam, as follows:  

 

“....REAPP's companion chip can be considered (at least for all 
practical purposes) impervious to attacks.” 

 “If REAPP succeeds, PC security would significantly improve compared with 
the current state of the art. Moreover, as [anti-virus (AV)] systems seem to be 
the most related technology to REAPP, its success would have a great impact on 
the AV market, and could potentially completely supersede it. Other products 
belonging to the same family, such as PC firewalls and anti-spyware, would also 
probably be replaced by REAPP. Enterprise AV solutions, such as the ones being 
run on the e-mail gateways of many organizations, would also lose value if 
REAPP is realized.” 

 
Figure 1: Excerpt from Dr. G. Portokalidis report  

 
In its internal development strategy, REAPP Technology has focused entirely on achieving a, next generation, wide 
platform, electronic virtual fortress. The company had never sought to develop product using pre-existing anti-virus 
software technology, although REAPP Technology can work seamlessly with such pre-existing technology.    
Innovation, to achieve a hardware platform agnostic, operating system agnostic, and fully scalable, inviolate system 
in the electronic domain, was and remains the driving force of REAPP Technology.  

 
REAPP Technology’s first dedicated application for physical product was for Android platform phones. The choice 
was made to utilise the Android platform over Apple iOS, because Android provided robust access to relevant 
system data from the hardware platform, in turn to enable a seamless integration of the REAPP security system at 
a primary level. REAPP Technology designated this capability as Ground Zero embedment.  

 
REAPP Technology has since evolved to become an, all embracing, inviolate, sophisticated, cyber security and data 
management system, able to be embedded, and work seamlessly, on any current platform, with any current operating 
system, and to any level of scalability. 
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